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Abstract A general model of systems consisting of

"control units" and "passive units" is established.
These units could be instructions and data in
computer programs, for example, or information
processing moduies and files in data management
systems; other applications are also suggested. The
model contains both structural and behavioral informa-
tion. The sets of units of the model are partitioned,
and the resulting subsets correspond to different
groups of elements of real systems.

Certain classes of communications between the
subsets result in "boundary crossings, " with which
penalties are associated. An analysis of the model
is performed, In order to determine the expected
frequency of boundary crossing. Synthesis of the
subsets in order to reduce the number of boundary
crossings is discussed, under the presumption that
the other parameters of the model remain fixed.
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S1. *INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a class of hypothetical "partitioned
systems", which exhibit many of the characteristics of several types

of information systems. This similarity makes these systems useful

as models in both analysis and design of real systems, Partitions

define "boundaries" in partitioned systems; the transfer of information

and control across such boundaries results in "boundary crossings".

In real systems a cost is incurred with each boundary crossing occur-

rence in the model, so it is worthwhile to reduce the frequoncy of

boundary crossing.

Following this introduction, partitioned systems are

defined formally and il.ustrated. The fundamental results obtained

are expressions for the expected number of boundary crossings, which

are presented in the section on boundary crossing analysis. Problems

of synthesizing partitions in order to minimize the expected number of

boundary crossings aTe then discussed.

An informal description of the model is useful here. A

system is a septuple whose elements are a set of cpntrol units, a set

of passive units, and five arrays describing variouC characteristics

of the units. At any instant in time, a control unit is either active or

inactive. When active, a control unit may reference one or more

passive units. A partitioned system is a system, with a partition of

the set of control units, and a partition of the set of passive units.

7 Each such partition is a collection of nonempty, disjoint subsets,

whose union equals the set of units. Units which belong to the
same subset are in the samne equivalence class of the partition, and

conversely.

A boundary crossing results when control unit activity

passes between equivalence classes of the control unit partition. A

boundary crossing also results when an active control unit references
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a passive unit, provided that no element of the equivalence class

conttaning that passive unit was referenced by the previously active

control unit.

Many types of inforznation oyg'.ern r.ay be represented

by partitioned system models. For ex..r ple, control units can model

programs which process the data base in data management and

informnation retrieval systems, while passive units correspond to portions

of the data base. Boundary crosbings are associated with the access-

ing of different groups of data, and with progrm activations. Thus,

organization of the data base and its processors for optimization of

the system's performance is an application area for bouidary crDssing

analysis. Similarly, the results are applicable to problems of informa-

tion network organization. This Includes both computer networks, and

others such as library networks [1).

Technological advances in the development of memory

devices have made large volumes of data availabla in mass storage.

Complex addressing schemes are required in order to access data

in such devices. In the partitioned system model, the partitions of

the set of passive units correspond to segments of storage, and bound-

ary crossing is related to the overhead involved in the accessing of

data.

The work reported here evolved from investigation of

several problems of paged memory systems. The first analytical

models developed relied only on Boolean connectivity relationships

between control units [2, 3, 4, 5]. Later, probabilistic models were

introduced and the problem of gathering required values of the para-

meters studied r6, 7, 81. The generalization of those models lead to

the present concept oL partitioned systems.

IA
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It is assumed below that control unit activity exhibits

the Markov property. This assumption has been discussed in con-

naction with computer applications [ 9, 10, 11 11] and other diverse

areas such as circulation of library books [1 3]. The present model

includes a control unit transition probability matrix and an entrance

-L probability vector. These are used to derive the values of other

fundamental parametersli however, those values may sometimes be
"measured direc-Iy [6). When such observation is possible, the

Markov chain Is unnecessary, as values which may be derived from

it are available more readily from other sources.

2 Z. PARTITIONED SYSTEMS

In order to define partitioned systems and their behavior,

first the elements of systems exclusive of any partitions are pre-

sented. Following a discussion of the beha-ior of systems in the

passage of time, partitions are defined. The present section ends

with a discussion of control unit activity, thus completing prepara-
tion for the section on boundary crossing analysis.

A system is a septuple (11, f, G. H, E, P. Q), where:

Z is a set of m control units: V=t(a; i=1, 2,...,m);
Sis a set of n passive units: f=fPu;u==, 2,..., n};

G is a vector of control unit volumes in which g, is the
value of the volume measure of ot: G.= [g1 ; i=, 2, .. .,m];

H ia a vector of passive unit volumes In which %, is the
valu#' of the volume meaaure oT UV. H! Hah, ; u.r.l,2, n];

E is a vector of control unit entrance probabilities:

P is a matrix of control unit transition probabilities:SI=, = P [ ptj; i=1,2.; ... , m; rnj,.. m ;

Q is a rmatrix of passive unit references in which q1, is1 .the zero-one variable indicating a relationships between
*I and i: Q=[q1 =; iIl,Z, ... ,m; u=1 ,2, ... ,n].

p •

I I t ...

-. - .
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Interpretation

A control unit is always in one of two states: active )r

inactive. Of the m control units of a system, at most one can be

active at a time. A system is also either active or inactive; it is

active if and only if one of its control units is active.

In the continuing passage of time, discrete Instants at

which events of interest occur are designated ti, tj, .... It is re-

quired that i < j whenever tt precedes tj, and that i=j only when

tj = ts. The events of concern here are the activation of control units.

Consider a system that is inactive at some time t. *At
some later time tj, control unit *1 becomes active. Therefore, by

definition, the system also becomes active at time t 1 . Control unit
Ql remains active for some interval, until at time tg control unit

becomes active and c I inactive. This continues for a finite time,
until at some time t+,1 , control unit atI becomes inactive and no

other unit becomes active. Since no control unit is active, the system

is inactive. The time interval from tt to tý is called a system epoch.

F'or every system epoch, some control unit must be the
first control unit to become active. The probability that 0, is active
at the very start of an epoch is el, an element of the probability

entrance vector E.

During a system epoch, given that control unit at is active
at time tk, the probability that *j is active at time tk~+ is pl•, an

element of the probability transition matrix P. It is required that

liri pk= 0. and that P not be a function of time.
k-4

H -J
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Whenever a control unit is active, it references a fixed

set of zero or more passive units. Given that control unit ol is active

at time tk, the passive units referenced at that time are those & for

which q!,=l. where qtu is an element of the zero-one passive unit

reference matrix Q.

Certain constraints exist on allowable partitions of the

lots V and F. These are related to the volumes of the individual

control and passive units, which in turn may be associated with the

information content of those units. The volumes of a and • are,

respectively, the positive real numbers g, and h,.

Partitioned Systems

When the sets 21 and 0 are partitioned.in the usual mathe-

matical sense, the system is said to be partitioned. There exist sets

A1, ... ,Ak, ... ,AK and B1 ... ,Bw, ... ,Bw suchthat3 :

Ak#'O and B.AO; and

k Ak' AkflAkv = and w w'*BvnBw' =0; and
K W

UAj,= and UB. =8.k=1 wI1

For the present purposes, sufficient information on the

partitioning of a system can be contained in two zero-one matrices.

The MnXm matrix R consists of elements

r ij = (a j cA k),(1)

and the nxn matrix S has elements

SThe matrices i and S thus describe the equivalence classes of the

partitions; they are a convenient form for the following development.

l l i 1 iI
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CONTROL UNIT ACTIVITY

The fundamental parameters used to describe the control

portion of a system are discussed in this section. The use of transi-

tion probabilities allows the behavior of control units to be described

by an absorbing Markov chain'. The model also includes a vector

specifying the probability that each control unit is the initially active

unit in a system epoch.

Transition Probabilities

The probability that control unit a becomes active

when unit ot, becomes inactive is Puj. The condition of system

inactivity can be represented by a single unit x, located outside of

the system, such that P,+%,,+.1 =1. Then,

Pil Pla ... Pia Pit +i

P21 Pga .'n n Pa, M+I

: : ... : •(3)

PaI Pug ... P a ps, +a
0 0 ... 0 1

forms an absorbing Markov chain with a single ergodic state. For
* . any m 1, the probability that the system will become inactiva at the

time that *1 becomes inactive, is Pl,,A÷. Since

P,,.-+-- 1 - T puj, (4)
,J=i

4 and the bottom row of (3) is always C0 0 ... 0 1 ], that row and the
Srightmost column contain redundant information and may be eliminated.

The control unit transition probability matrix thus is

!' i
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P11*. PINJ

P . ... (5)

[P.ll.. • J P

Whenever system activity is initiated, there must be some

control unit that is the first to be active. It is allowed that different

units be initially active, in successive eystem epochs. For each *I,

the probability that &I is the fLust active control unit at the start of

a system epoch is ej. It is required that

* I e 1 = . (6)
e=i

In the event that only one control unit is eligible to be the first one

active, Eele 2 , ... ,e.] contains m-I zeros and a single one.

Example

Figure 1 shows an example set of control units and the

* associated matrix P, represented on a directed graph. Transition

probabilities are shown on the edges; the system can become inactive

following a period of control in units %, ce, or atlo, The probability

of control exiting the system from these units is depicted by dotted

lines in the graph. In the me.trix P, the probability of control leaving

the system from a control unit can be obtained by subtracting the sum

of the elements of a row from unity. Thus, since the elements on theI' sixth row add to 0. 75, the probability that the system will cease to be

active following control in 01c is 0. 25.

I In this exam~ple, control always is initiated in *. There.-

fore only el is nonzero; it is equal to one, and all other elements of

E are zero.

.I
r!
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1 .0. 1 .75

.5 .

0 0.5 0.1Z50 0 0.375 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0.875 0.1250 010 0

F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.50
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.50
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.50

E C 1 o 0 000 0 000 I 0

Figure I. Illustration of Probability Transition Matrix P
and Probability Entrance Vector E.

F I 11
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Control Flow

During a system epoch, control is transferred among the

control-units of a system. Certain characteristics of control flow

important to the boundary crossing probme, are developed below.

Many results follow immediately from an application of the elements

of finite Markov chain theory. The general literature, Feller [143

and Kemeny and Snell [1 5] for example, give proofs omitted here.

Since P describes the transient states of an absorbing

Markov chain,

lira pk = 0 , (7)
k-w

and

F= P k (8)
"0

is bounded. Indeed, equation (7) is necessary and sufficient for the

inverse of (I-P) to exist and to be equal to F. Also, given that control

Stunit at is active at the beginning of a system epoch, the expected

number of thines that aj is active during that epoch is ftj.

An important question is the following: During a systerk,

epoch, how many times is control unit *j expected to become active?

It is active ejf 1j times owing to a being initially active. Summing

over all possible initial active units, the number of times aj is

B expected to become active is

yj = ,, elfi . (9)

Thus, the vector r = F-/., y2, • • •,] gives the expected number of

times e'ach control unit will become active during a system epoch.

It is known that F = (I-P)-, so from equation (9) it follows that
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a- E(IP)-. (10)

Given control units *I and a l, an important quantity is

the expected number of times that control passes directly from *I to

a.j during a system epoch. Given that unit al is active, the probability

that Cj will become active next is p~j. Since the total expected number

of times that &j is activ is yj, the expected number of control trans-

fersO from a1 to aj is

TlI 71P~l •(1 1)

Example

I jFor the set of control units depicted in Figure 1, the

fundamental matrix is

2 1 0.25 0.25 2 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75
Z 2 0.25 0.25 2 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75
0 0 1 1 8 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75
0 0 0 1 8 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75
0 0 0 0 8 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75

(I-P)'1  0 0 0 0 0 1 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75 (12)
0 0 0 0 0 0 z I Z 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.5 2 0.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 Z 1 4 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 2 1.5 -

Since E has only one nonzero element (e 1), the vector

r is identical to the first row of the matrix above (12). During a

system epoch it is expected that &I will be active twice and *1q once,

as y, = [(1-P)-'J 11 = 2 and V2= r(I-P)] 2 . 2 = 1.

"The matrix of elements T Ij giving the expected number of

transfers between units may be obtained from equations (10) and (11):

__ I :_

, I'lf rP[i• l ' , , , i
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0 1 .25 0 0 .75 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t 0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .250 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1.75 .25 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .75 0 0 0 .(13)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .75 0 .75
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .375 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .75 0 .75 0

"LO o 0 0 0 0 0 0 .375 0

Figure 2 illustrates these results. The value adjacent to

each edge shows the expected number of times that the transition of

control depicted by that edge will occur during a system epoch. For

example, it can be seen from inspection of Figure 1 that when control

leaves the 0-#vY pair of control units, the probability that it enters et

is pA/( 1-p12) = 1/4. As control leaves the o',-&2 pair only once during a

period of system activity, the expected number of times that control
will pass from O to 0 3 is also 1/4. This is also the expected number of

times controlpasses from *4 to ats. If in ate, control is expected to

loop through that unit (7/8) + (7/8 )2 + (7/8)3 + ... = 7 times. Given

that control is expected to enter als 1/4 time, the number of times

that the edge connecting as with itself will be traversed is 7/4 = 1. 75.

3. BOUNDARY CROSSING ANALYSIS

A definition of boundary crossing is presented below.

Given the matrix Q, the sets Ak and B,, and the history of control

flow during a specific system epoch, the definition may be applied to

determine the number of boundary crossings which occurred during

that epoch.

When given the matrix P and vector E, the control flow

analysis of the preceding section may be applied in order to determine

the expected number of boundary crossings for a system epoch.
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Boundary crossings arise from transfers of control.

Assume that &j is active Immediately before time t,, and that *I

becomes active at time t%. Assorinted with this transition Is a

boundary crossing if ai and ai are elements of different sets Ak,

Ak'. A boundary crossing also results for each set B, both con-

taining some elements referenced by • and containing no elements

referenced by oil. When a system first becomes active, boundary

crossings result from the need for an Ak containing the first active

control unit and those B. containing passive units which it references.

DEFINITION OF BOUNDARY CROSSING

Two functions, A(c) and g(ail), are useful. The former

describes the history of control flow in a system during a specific

system epoch; it records a particular history of control flow. The

latter is concerned with describing one aspect of a partitioned

system, indicating those sets B,, containing passive units •,
referenced by the control unit ai.

For a given system epoch, the control units belc,',e active

in some sequence: i• ,Sai 1 .. ,i ... . O.. ConsIic.;iig one. 2 a
such specific system epoch, the function generating the s,.c-ience is:

A(c) = oi , for c=1, ... ,f. (14)

Given any oi, it is useful to be able to refer to the set of

sets B. containing u referenced by that il:

c(j) =, B. 3 •,(q,= 1 AP.cB.)), for &Ic1 0. (15)

I-

1'

IT
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Boundary C rossini,: Control Units

A single boundary crossing results from the Initial acti-

vation of a control unit, the first such unit to become active during

a system epoch. Subsequently, an additional boundary crossing

"results each time control transfers between control units that are

- . elements of different subsets Ak of V.

Thus, a boundary crossing occurs whenever some value

of c satisfies one of the expressions below:

= 1 (16)

[1<c <f] A^[ 3A,, Ake (A(c-I)('A A A (c)CA1,1A A AikE)]. (17)

Boundary Crossing: Passive Units

Multiple boundary crossings may result indirectly from the

initial activation of a control unit, the first such unit to become active

during a system epoch. The number of boundary crossings so
generated is equal to the number of distinct subsets B. of 1 con-

taining one or more passive units referenced by that control unit.

Subsequently, an additional boundary crossing occurs each time an
active control unit references one or more passive units which are

elements of some B., provided that B, contains no passive units
referenced by the previously active control unit.

The number of boundary crossings so produced Is

l7(ta(1))I, for c 1; (18)

and

m(o5(c))flr(A(c-1))J, for c 2, ... ,f. (19)
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Example: Control Units

Figure 3 shows the same set of control units illustrated

in Figure 2, but partitioning of the set is also indicateds. Suppose
that, during a system epoch, the sequence of active units is *2 ,* 2 ,
&3,sape,7,p1 o. One boundary crossing occurs at c=l, according to

expression (16). At c=Z, A(c-l) =u o and A(c) = a2; both of these

control units are elements of A1 , so expression (17) is not satisfied.

The table below suiyuarizes the boundary crossings.

c A(c) A (c-i) Ak containing A1' containing Expression Boundary

A(c) A (c-i) satisfied crossings

1 a - A,. 16 1

Z e 2 all A, A, - 0

3 all a, A, A, - 0

4 ate I A 3  A, 17 1

-5 &- at A4 A 3  17 1
6 ato10  &7 A9 A 4  1 7 I

Total 4

Thus, for this particular system and system epoch, four
boundary crossings arise from the partition of Wi.

* Example: Passive Units

Figure 4 shows a system including passive unit. Squares
are used for passive units, and circles for control units. Directed

edges represent control flow; edges without arrowheado indicate the

referencing of passive units by control units. Assume that the se-

quence of control units activity is: *1,0,02,01. Considering only

the boundary crossings resulting from passive units, the table below

shows that this particular system epoch rsults in eight boundary

crossings.
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a 0) a (c-M)) (A(0)) (W(C- )) w(&(c))f •o • ,c--Mof- Bou18ary
kifled C1rc0ings

"*' -, (B I D) .B ,, -• } Is
411 B1 Be (780) B 19 4

B6. Be 1
4 * Q a IBI, B" ,B • (B&.BI (B ,B 19

SB•B 6 ) Ba,.B 4 , Bl 9
Total a

Expected Number of Boundary Crossings

Given the partitioning of 91 Into sets Ak and of M into

Ssets B,,, and the passive unit reference matrix Q, a knowledge of

control flow for any particular system epoch is all that is required

in order to count the boundary crossings occurring during that epoch.

' :The next problem is to develop a method of estimating the number of

boundary crossings a priori.

The expected number of times that some c satisfies the

conditions that & (c) =€aj and A (c-1) = oI is rl,, from equation (11).

Equation (10) relates this quantity to E and P. The expected number

of boundary crossings for a given partitioned system can therefore be

determined by an application of control flow analysis to the definition

Sof boundary-crossing. A formal development follows two illustrative

examples.

10 Example: Control Units

The numerical values associated with certain edges in

Figure 2 indicate the expected number of transitions during a system

epoch. They are shown only for edges joining control units in different

sets Ak. Thus, the edge from US to c7 means that during a system

epoch the expected number of times that there will exist some c such

that 6(c-1) = a and A(c) =t c is 0.75. Expression (13) shows

that 6 7= 0. 75.
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The pairs of control units which meet necessary conditions

of boundary crossing Imposed by condition (17) are those pairs (ai,aj)

such that &I and of are elements of different aubsets Ak, and for
S' : ~~which plj>0. In this example they are (otole),(• ,(,O)

. 0 ~(06,*0), (Ot-,08), (&7,0to), (06,&S,(•,), (011010). Summing the .

lexpected number of times that these transitions will occur during a

system epoch yields, 0.750 + 0. Z50 + 0. 250 + 0.750 + 0. 750 + 0.750

+ 0. 375 + 0. 750 + 0. 375 = 5. 000. In addition, some control unit must

become active at the beginning of a system epoch, satisfying condition

(16) and contributing an additional boundary crossing. Therefore,
considering only active units, the expected number of boundary cross-

Ings for this system during a system epoch is six.

Example: Passive Units

The numerical values associated with edges joining pairs

of control units in Figure 3 are again values of Tj. E = 0 0 0 0).

so a, is always Initially acti..e. The table below summarizes computa-

tion of the expected number of boundary crossings, for passive units

only. Each non-zero value of Ja(iA (c))fc(A (c-¶))J is multiplied by

the expected number of times iA(c) will follow A(c-1 ) in the sequence

of active control units. To the sum is added I (i•(I).6 O oP(a )I.

Thus, the contributions from expressions (17) and (18) are totalled,

weighted by the expected number of times those contributions will be

included in a system epoch.

A(c-l) & (c) TjJ I(T((c))-iF(c-I Expected Number of
i(•) (=a ) Boundary Crossings

4 a 1  0.5 1 0.5

5 0.5 0 0.0

S4 et 0.5 4 '0

l Of 2 0.5 5 2,5

3gs 1.0 1 1.0

Note: A (1) is always *I. k,(a)I Z Z.O

Total 8.0
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Boundary Crossing Owing to Partition of V

The number of boundary crossings involving the sets of

control units Ak is unity (from expression (16)) plus the number of

times that expression (17) is satisfied for c=Z, ... f. The expected

number of direct control transfers from ce, to ci during a system

epoch Is given by expression (11); such a transfer corresponds to

the case that 1<c<f, A(c) = ot and A(c-1) = oil. Expression (17)

is satisfied whenever a transfer occurs for which the above is true,

and CA,, atjeAj', and k' ý k. The latter condition is, from expres-

sion (1), equivalent to the requirement that rij be zero. The total

expected number of boundary crossings resulting from the partitioning

of VI is therefore obtained by summing over all possible pairs ct,& :

-Y +

""=l Jail

Boundary Crossing Owing to Partition of F

The number of boundary crossings involving sets of passive

units B. is the value of expression (18), plus the suni of the values

of (19), taken over c=2, ... f:

Cr (6(1) W+ F', i or((c)) cFA0c-) i(

The expected number of boundary crossings owing to the

passive units, Z, can be determined by including the probabil-ties of

"events leading to boundary crossing in expression (21) and summing

over all possible events:

Z Z PrE[ (1) = ct]l•(o )j+

-=2 t=l J=l

(ZZ)



, The problem of expressing Z in terms specifying the system and its

partitioning Is attacked &as follows. For each •, the probability that

A(I) = oj is found. For a given c>1 and pair (ci, j), the probabil-

ity that 6(c) =aj and A(c-1) = is also determined. These are

applied to equation (22), along with closed form expressions for (7(&4)1

and i ((a n Fl(-io, in order to determine the expected value of Z.

First, an expression is developed for I(7•)I.

Whenever aj is active, it references some fixed set of

passive units; the number of passive units referenced is
A.

E qju (Z3)

The number of distinct sets B, involved must be counted,

in order to determine I C(a )I. The function of j and u

u-1
[1 -rniin(l, Z qs) (24)

,. • ;V=l

has value zero if there exist a B, and f, such that both • and •,

are elements of B, and are referenced by cl , and v < u; the value

* is one otherwise?. If (Z4) is multiplied by qju and summed over u = ,

S.... ,n, one term of unity is added to the sum for each B. containing

at least one element referenced by a. The term added corresponds

* to the ft possessing the smallest subscript u, which Pu is an ele-

ment of B,, referenced by O. Thus, each B, containing any Ou

referenced by t is counted once, and

• n i-(-)

r IO'(:j j S q 1 Z-min(l, X qjSUV)].

Uy~i

noin taThe second term in equation (22) is evaluated by first
___ k " -n o t i n g t h a t

0'*

-- A. ..
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ia(**) = ia j)i- ia(,& ) fl ( )i. (26)

* xIn order to obtain !r(o,) ncor(soi)I, equation (25) is modified to include a

factor that is unity whenever the ýu contributing to the sum in (25) 4

is an element of o(•), and zero otherwise:

O n(a = qjU [-1-min(l, E qvs,,)j]
v=,- (27)

[min(l, X qjvsuv)].
V=2

Combining the above three equations yielAs I

rju[ -min(I vu)

'[ -mnin(7- qjvs. v)]

The probabilities mentioned above are simply determined.

By definition of E, the probability that ct is the first unit to become

active during a sysitem epoch is

Pr[A(1) = ] = ej (.29)

For the present purposes, this is better stated in terms of P and

r. From equation (10),

E = rl(I-P), (30)

so application of (11) yields

je=YJ 7- 71J. (31)
J=J.

L I
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During the f-1 transitions of control occurring when c=2, .. f, a

total of rij transitions from Oj to aj are expected to occur. For

a random value of c in that sequence, then,

P~r[A(C) = &jA (C-1) = I ]=r 1j/(f- 1). (32)

* Substitution of equations (25, i8, 29, 30, 31) into (22) yields:

U U u-1

1=1 U=1V=

withurhe alericieucin

II-
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4. SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES

V Given a partitioned system, the preceding analysis can be

uved in order to determine the number of boundary crossings expected

during a system epoch. Suppose that a system is given, with no

partitions of V and Z. Presuming that partitioning is required,

how may the subsets be specified in such a way as to determine the

number of boundary crossings?

Depending on the size of the system, degree of connectivity

and similar factors, different methods of partition selection are

indicated. This paper presents only a brief discussion of the concepts

involved and certain promising methods. Research into this problem

is continuing, and a paper concerned with one facet of the problem is

presently in review [161.

CONSTRAINTS

If no limitations were imposed on the forniation of partitions,

then the following trivial solution is possible: A,= 91, B, = 1, and so

Y - 1 and Z = 0. The primary constraint chosen here is that, for

each subset Ak, the sum of the volumes of all control units contained

in A, cannot exceed some constant (i). A similar constraint condi-

tion is imposed on the partition of •:

for i= 1 . ,'

Sgr~j< •o, (35),3=1

andfor u=, .... ,n,

Z h. s., <j•. (36)

17
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Since R and S describe equivalence classes of the

partitions, they must be internally consistent. This requirement

is satisfied if the following conditions are met:

* r 11 = 1, (37) su =1, (38)

rij= rjt, (39) SBU = BU (40)

rij= lArjk= l=rki = 1, (41)

r;sU = r1 rsvw"-" k1 =Z - (42)

In certain cases it is useful to replace constraints (41) and (42) by

I.rjj+ rjk+ r ki• •-, (43)

and
UT .uq SVW+ sWU A . (44)

In some methods of partition synthesis, constraints (37-44) J
must be explicitly applied. The formulation of other methods includes

an explicit statement of certain constraints.

PARTITIONS OF V

The problem of partitioning V is simpler than that of

partitioning %; a few promising techniques are described below. The

S i primnary source of difficulty in applying these techniques arises from

the large number of distinct partitions possible for even a small met 21,
as dramatically illustrated in Figure 5. There is no known general

* practical technique for partitioning U for arbitrarily large systems

when absolute minimization of the number of boundary crossings is 1
required. ~i*i

In addition to the brief observations below, it is useful to

note that several techniques for solution of related problems have been

y i compared by Coleman C17].

"~ 1.
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In the following discussion, it is useful to introduce a new

parameter:

L.I (X,- + .6)1- ½ ,J). (45)

It is the number of control transfers between &j and aa in either

direction expected during a system epoch.

Dynamic Programming of Sequential Partitioning

Kernighan r18) has reported on an efficient method of

sequential graph partitioning using dynamic programming techniques.

The method could be applied to the problem of partitioning 9 e,:cept

for one major limitation. In Kernighan's formulation, each subset Ag

is completely defined by two integers i and j such that l<i<j<m and

Ak' = (&k I k = I, i+1, ... ,j. (4S)

The solution obtained is therefore generally not optimal. It Is possible

that the additional ordering constraint would be acceptable in some

instances, in which case the method would be extremely valuable.

Integer Programming

As R contains redundant information, it is possible to de-

fine a vector X containing the m(m-1)/Z values appearing above

the principal diagonal of R. As the diagonal elements of R are al-

ways equal to unity, R (and therefore the partition of 1i) can be con-

structed fiom the information contained in X. If L is a vector

containing elements Tij corresponding to the rij data positions in

X, then the optimal partition is one which maximizes

w =L.X. (47)

II_



Constraints (37) and (39) need not be considered explicitly

in this formulation. There are (m/6)(m -3m+ 2) constraints of the

form (43), and m constraints of the form (35). The latter may be

placed in a conventional format if desired:

I|
C X<D, (48)

where C is a constant zero-one matrix of dimension mxm(m-1)/2

which selectes certain terms of X and

Il - 9
D= - g 49)

ýLa "g,1a

Unit Merging

One form of this algorithm has been used for automatic

program segmentation C 6, 7, 83. Coleman [17] describes

it as a "greedy" algorithm; it seeks out the elements of 6I

corresponding to the larger values of Xjj in a constantly updated

penalty matrix. These elements are candidates for inclusion together

in a subset Ak. Whenever candidates are included in the same subset,

they are said to be "merged", and treated as if they were a single

element in all further consideration.

Unit merging operates rapidly, and therefore can be used

for relatively large systems. It is only an approximate method, how-

ever, and does not in general yield an optimal solution.

Backtrack Prograrymning

-This technique is an applicption of implicit enum~era-

tion methods [19, 20, 213. In it, el~ements at, are assigned
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to subsets A,, one at a time. At the first step, o is assigned.

Following the second, &I and ea have been assigned. Following

the mth step, all elements of V have been assigned, since IVI=m,
and so the complete partition of 21 has been obtained. During this

step-by-step partition creation process, a function y(i) gives the

contribution of the first i elements of V to Y. It is computed as

follows:

y(o) = 1 (50)

and
i-i

y(i) = y(i-1) + Z Xj( 1 -r~j). (51)
Jul

It can be demonstrated that y(m) = Y, and that y(l+1) ?>

y(i) for I = 1, 2, ... ,m-1. This weakly monotonic nature of y(l)

is important in thc application of backtrack techniques to the synthesis

of partitions which minimize Y. Consider the case in which OIL 1&,

• .. ,ol have been assigned, and y(i) is found to be larger than some

allowable upper limit8 . Any partition of V which includes identical*

assignment of the first i elements of WJ must also be unacceptable.

Thus all such partitions are eliminated from further consideration.

A sophisticated algorithm for segmentation of computer

code has been developed [6, 7, 8] ; it uses backtrack methods

to attack essentially the same problem as the presen. one.

Absolute optimization is achieved by use of half-interval searching

to set the threshold on Y, and the algorithm automatically saves

partial results for use in subsequent trials. The computational load

grows greatly as the number of control units increases, but the method

is far superior to exhaustive searching.

PARTITIONS OF 1

I 1Determining an optimal partition of S is clearly more

complicated than finding such a partition of VI. A Lthough this is a

. . .-. =. . ..-. . • 1: r i . .. .
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present topic of investigation, it is useful to point out one particular

subproblem which has been solved.

A function z(u) corresponding to y(i) can be derived:

Z (0) 0, (52)

It U--1

z(u) z(u-1) + E q3 1 -i-min(1, Z qj, Su)]
Jml YZl

1=1 v~l[ N •i lj'-min(1 , ý qlvss,,). (53)

Am required, z(n) = Z. However, certain stepwise optirnization tech-

niques require that the objective function be at least weakly monotonic,

and this is not the case with z(u). Assuming that the & are assigned

In an arbitrary order, Figure 6 shows by counterexample that there is

no method of computing z(u) as a monotonic function of u, as the

assignment of some P, can actually reduce the number of boundary

crossings. For convenience assume that none of the control units

shown in Figure 6 is one from which control can enter or leave the

system. Then y/= r2= y2= T23= y3. When P, is assigned to some

B), there results z(1) =Y1+'Ys=ZYi. If A2 is assigned to the same

Bk. as P1, the contribution resulting from this assignment is y 2 -T'2-

= -- so z(2) = y', This holds absolutely for any method of

computing z(u), so for this structure z(2) < z(1).

This difficulty has been overcome by Peters, and the solu-

tion is described in another paper [16].

+IL
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5. FURTHER WORK

This paper presents analysis of boundary cvrosslng in a
partitioned system model, ard an introduction to the problem of syn-

- -thesizing partitions in order to diminish the number of boundary

crossings. The model may be applied either directly or with suitable

modification, to the application areas mentioned in Section 1. In

addition to the known structural parameters, required behavioral

data may be obtained either from a priori knowlege of the probabilities

[Psj] and [ell involved, or from observation of [yvI and [Pij-.

The cost of obtaining such data in one situation has been discussed

[61; the application of the model to any area of course requires that

knowledge of the modelled system be available.

Significant topics remain for future investigation. These

include classes of information systems in which several control units

can be active at once, introducing the problem of simultaneous referenc-

ing of passive units by a multiplicity of control units. This necessitates

consideration of contention among control units for passive units, the

distinction between passive units of fixed and alterable content, and

formation of access queues. Such problems arise in multi-user

systems for information storage and retrieval, and data distribution.

Multiprogrammed computer systems, in particular systems access-

ing mass storage devices, are candidates for such study.

In the present model, the penalty incurred for each boundary

crossing is assumed to be constant, with respect to both the identifica-

tion of the boundary and the state of the system. A more general model
would be useful in connection with the study of information systems

having a hierarchy of storage devices, and a variety of different costs

for data transmission and control transfer.

i"~
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Only a brief overview of the problem of partition synthesis

is presented in this paper. Because of the magn!tude of the computa-

tional problems involved, it is anticipated that synthesis methods will

be developed for individual classes of application areas, and that only

for small systems will the most general approaches be practical.

One important consideration is the use of suboptimal solutions, weigh-

ing the cost of partition synthesis against the value returned in reduc-

tion of the number of boundary crossings. An example of this is the
unit merging algorithm presented in Section 4. The use of peculiarities
of the applications areas is another consideration. This has been

emphasized by Golcomb [19] in connection with backtrack program-

ming techniques; additional constraints may be introduced in order to

reduce the feasible solution space, in come cases by orders of mag-

nitude. This eliminates much of the computation required.

II
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1. These parameters are Yj and rij, introduced in equa-

tions (9) and (11),

Z. Q (and the matrices R and S, introduced below) are

basically Boolean arrays. However, it is convenient

in the development to use them in arithmetic expression.

They are therefore designated to be real arrays, the

elements of which arc either zero or one.

3. In the following, explicit limits on subscripts are not

given where they are clear from context; thus the condition

"for k=1, 2, ... K" is understood in the statemtnt that
i 1'Ak OV"

4. For the present purposes, it is sufficient to restrict this

to a chain having one ergodic set consisting of a single

absorbing state.

* 5. Kral's S~j is equivalent to this quantity [101.

1 6. The numerical values associated with some edges in that

1 ~figure are used in a later example.

p 7. In the case that u=l, the summation from v=i to v=u-1

is taken as zero.

i -j
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8. Assignments which violate constraints of expressions (37)

through (44) are not made.

9. Assignments are "identical" in this sense if they are

isomorphic under a change of the subscripts of the sets

Ak.

MI
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